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Instructions: 
 

1. Fold the BASE card in half.  Adhere Bermuda Bay cardstock over front of card base and put aside. 
2. Stamp Thank you sentiment in Tuxedo Black near bottom of Whisper White (3 7/8” x 5 1/8”) piece of 

cardstock.  Lay Butterfly die near top half of same piece of cardstock on a slight angle and evenly 
centered; cut out using Big Shot.  Put aside 

3. Using your multi-purpose liquid glue, and working on the back side of the stamped whisper white cs, 
glue around the edges of butterfly and adhere smaller piece of So Saffron overtop of butterly cut out.  
Turn around to the front side.  Use snail adhesive to adhere this piece to front of card base. 

4. On scrap piece of whisper white, very lightly, trace around the butterfly die and remove die from 
cardstock.  With washi tape, fill in traced butterfly using multiple and random pieces of washi tape.  Lay 
butterfly die over washi tape and run through your Big Shot several times to cut through the layers.  

5. Using your Clear Wink of Stella, paint inside the butterfly covering the So Saffron on the front of card.  
Don’t apply any to the butterfly body as you’ll be adding glue to this area.  Allow to dry fully. 

6. Apply multi purpose liquid glue to back center body of washi taped butterfly and glue over butterfly 
cutout fitting inside the cutout. 

7. Add rhinestones to center of butterfly body to complete card. Bend wings out slightly once dried for 3D 
effect. 

Supplies 
 
Stamps: 
138788 One Big Meaning (wood) 
139420 One Big Meaning (clear) 
 
Paper:  
105118 So Saffron (11” x 4 ¼”)  Card Base 
105118 So Saffron (3 5/8” 3 5/8”) 
131117 Burmuda Bay (4 1/16” x 5 5/16”) 
100730 Whisper White (3 7/8” x 5 1/8”) 
100730 Whisper White Scrap piece @ 3 ½” x 4 ½” 
 
Ink: 
132708 Tuxedo Black Memento Ink 
 
Other: 
137360 Butterflies Thinlits Dies 
113439 Big Shot 
104332 Snail Adhesive 
119246 Rhinestones 
110755 Multi Purpose Liquid Glue 
141897 Wink of Stella (Occasions Catalog 2016) 
138384 Cherry On Top Designer Washi Tape 
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